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  1. Which ingredient gives the American mustard its typical bright yellow color?

Saffron

Turmeric

Yellow Dye

2. Which ingredient is replaced by beer in "beer mustard"?

Vinegar

Saffron

Turmeric

3. Where is the famous mustard brand "Turun sinappi" from?

Switzerland

Finland

France

4. Which country is the world's largest exporter of mustard seed for the purpose of condiment?

India

Bangladesh

Canada

5. What is the most famous brand of English Mustard?

Colman

Unilever
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Karashi

6. Which part of the mustard plant is mostly used for making the mustard condiment?

Stem

Root

Seed

7. What is the taste of mustard in its raw form?

Pungent

Sweet

Sour

8. When was Dijon mustard invented?

1923

1888

1856

9. What is the name of mustard condiment variety from Romania that has the sweetish taste that makes it
popular in Eastern Europe?

Hotber

Tecuci

Beer Mustard

10. What is the name given to the Indian Bengali condiment of mustard which has a spicy taste?

Shiro

Senfsaat

Kasundi
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Right answers

  1. Which ingredient gives the American mustard its typical bright yellow color?
  Turmeric
  2. Which ingredient is replaced by beer in "beer mustard"?
  Vinegar
  3. Where is the famous mustard brand "Turun sinappi" from?
  Finland
  4. Which country is the world's largest exporter of mustard seed for the purpose of condiment?
  Canada
  5. What is the most famous brand of English Mustard?
  Colman
  6. Which part of the mustard plant is mostly used for making the mustard condiment?
  Seed
  7. What is the taste of mustard in its raw form?
  Pungent
  8. When was Dijon mustard invented?
  1856
  9. What is the name of mustard condiment variety from Romania that has the sweetish taste that
makes it popular in Eastern Europe?
  Tecuci
  10. What is the name given to the Indian Bengali condiment of mustard which has a spicy taste?
  Kasundi
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